Thermodynamic influences on size fractionated measurements (PM 2.5, PM 10) of ambient aerosols.
Mass concentrations of PM 10 and PM 2.5 are planned as new standards for the monitoring of ambient air quality in the European Union. Standard procedure is the removal of particles > 10 microns and > 2.5 microns aerodynamic diameter, respectively, by impaction in a preseparator. Different samplers work according to different principles of flow control. The influence of ambient temperature, pressure and relative humidity on different devices is calculated to estimate the comparability of various aerosol samplers. Therefore, the effects of these ambient factors on the volume flow as well as on the cut-off dp50 are investigated. In a second step, the influence of relative humidity on the flow control device is calculated. The results show that the cut-off shifts (up to 6.4%) for varying ambient conditions. Therefore, the influence on the impaction process should not be neglected and an 'ideal sampler' would measure temperature, pressure and relative humidity and adapt the volume flow to avoid a systematic error in the cut-off.